Abstract: We study the veri cation of secrecy and authenticity properties for cryptographic protocols which rely on symmetric shared keys. The veri cation can be reduced to check whether a certain parallel program which models the protocol and the speci cation can reach an erroneous state while interacting with the environment. Assuming nite principals, we present a simple decision procedure for the reachability problem which is based on à symbolic' reduction system. Key-words: Cryptographic protocols, veri cation, symbolic computation. 
Introduction
Cryptographic protocols seem good candidates for formal veri cation and several frameworks have been proposed for making possible formal and automatable analyses. In these approaches a`perfect' encryption scheme is assumed: encryption is an injective function and the only way to decrypt an encrypted message is to know the key with which it was encrypted.
One class of approaches involves state exploration using model-checking techniques Low96, CJM98, MMS97]. Lowe Low96], Schneider Sch96] and several others have used CSP to specify authentication protocols, analysing them with the FDR model-checking tool. Other state exploration approaches are based on logic programming techniques Mea94]. The main bene t of these approaches is their automation and e cacy in uncovering subtle bugs in protocols (e.g., Lowe's`man-in-the-middle' attack on the Needham-Schroeder symmetric key protocol). Usually, these methods make simplifying hypotheses on the behaviour of the environment which are used to bound the state space and thus allow for the application of traditional nite state model-checking techniques.
A second class of approaches relies on general-purpose proof assistant tools. Paulson Pau97] uses induction on traces to formally prove protocol correctness using Isabelle. Bolignano Bol96] uses a state-based analysis of the protocols, proving invariant properties, with the proofs subsequently mechanized in Coq. Although these approaches are not automatic, recent work (see, e.g., Wei99]) suggests that certain authentication protocols can be modelled in decidable fragments of rst-order logic.
A more recent trend has been the use of name-passing process calculi for studying cryptographic authentication protocols. Abadi and Gordon have presented the spi-calculus AG97], an extension of the -calculus with cryptographic primitives. Principals of a protocol are expressed in a -calculus-like notation, whereas the attacker is represented implicitly by the process calculus notion of`environment'. Security properties are modelled in terms of contextual equivalences, in contrast to the previous approaches.
In this paper, we follow the classical approach of Dolev and Yao DY83] where all communications are mediated by an hostile environment and we formulate the veri cation task as a reachability problem. This is the problem of determining if a certain ( nite) parallel program which models the protocol and the speci cation can reach an erroneous state while interacting with the environment.
In previous work AP99], we have already observed that several secrecy and authentication properties can be expressed in this framework and that the reachability problem is decidable assuming nite principals and bounds on the sorts of the messages synthesized by the environment.
That work was formulated in a name-passing formalism akin to the spi-calculus. We found it di cult to obtain stronger decidability results in that framework and for this reason we move in this paper to a` rst-order' formalization where`messages' are modelled as ground terms of a given rst-order signature. Standard tools for symbolic computation such as syntactic uni cation and tree automata are then available.
We should point out that this approach is not new. For instance, it is the one followed by Huima in Hui99] where a decidability result for the the reachability problem is claimed (we will mention in section 2 some technical di erences). The proof of this result is actually presented in Huima's master's thesis, it runs for about 45 pages and it is quite involved. Our failure to fully understand this result motivated our quest for a simpler approach.
The contribution of this paper is to present a direct, self-contained, and hopefully illuminating proof of decidability for the reachability problem for nite principals (without assuming bounds on the sorts of the messages synthesized by the environment). On this topic, there is an impressive amount of work in progress which is carried on at academic and industrial research institutions. Here, we should mention at least the one by Boreale Bor00] who pursues similar goals and with whom the rst author has had several interesting discussions at the early stages of our research.
Model
In this section, we introduce our model, we explain how speci cations are expressed, and we state the reachability problem. We consider terms over an in nite signature: = fC 0 n g n2! fE 2 ; h_; _i 2 g : Thus we have an in nite set of constants and two binary functions E for encoding and h_; _i for pairing. We set (n) = fC 0 ; : : : ; C n g fE 2 ; h_; _i 2 g. We use the following notation: x; y; : : : for (term) variables; V for a set of variables; T (V ) for the collection of nite terms over V ; t; t 0 ; : : : for terms in T (V );t for vectors of terms; t=x] for the substitution of t for x. We denote with Var(t) the variables occurring in the term t.
Names and Messages In our modeling of messages we follow Pau99, BDNP99] . Thus we distinguish between basic names (agent's names, nonces, keys,: : :) and composed messages.
The set of names N is de ned as fC 0 n g n2! and the set M is de ned as the least set that contains N and such that: t 2 M and t 0 2 N ) E(t; t 0 ) 2 M t; t 0 2 M ) ht; t 0 i 2 M :
In a similar way, we de ne the set N(m) as the initial sequence fC 0 n g n m and the set M(m)
as the least set that contains N(m) and such that (i) E(t; t 0 ) 2 M(m) if t 2 M(m) and t 0 2 N(m), and (ii) ht; t 0 i 2 M(m) if t; t 0 2 M(m).
Processes Processes are de ned as follows: P ::= 0 j j err j j!t:P j j?x:P j j x P j j P j P 0 j j let x = t in P j j case E(x; t) = t 0 in P j j case hx; yi = t in P j j t = t 0 ]P; P 0 :
(!t:P j P 0 ; n; T) ! (P j P 0 ; n; T ftg) if t 2 M (?) (?x:P j P 0 ; n; T) ! ( t=x]P j P 0 ; n; T) if t 2 S(A(T)) ( ) ( x P j P 0 ; n; T) ! ( Cn+1=x]P j P 0 ; n + 1; T) (l) (let x = t in P j P 0 ; n; T) ! ( t=x]P j P 0 ; n; T) if t 2 M
(case E(x; t 0 ) = E(t; t 0 ) in P j P 0 ; n; T) ! ( t=x]P j P 0 ; n; T) if t 0 2 N ; t 2 M (c2 ) (case hx; yi = ht; t 0 i in P j P 0 ; n; T) ! ( t=x; t 0 =y]P j P 0 ; n; T) if t; t 0 2 M (m1 ) ( t = t]P1; P2 j P 0 ; n; T) ! (P1 j P 0 ; n; T) if t 2 M (m2 ) ( t = t 0 ]P1 ; P2 j P 0 ; n; T) ! (P2 j P 0 ; n; T) if t 6 = t 0 ; t; t 0 2 M Figure 1 : Reduction on con gurations Processes, sometimes called principals, describe the behaviour of the agents participating to the protocol. The informal interpretation is the following: 0 is the process which is terminated in a sound state; err is the process which is terminated in an erroneous state;
!t:P evaluates t and if t is a message, sends it to the environment and becomes P (otherwise it terminates); ?x:P receives a message t from the environment and becomes t=x]P; x P creates a fresh name C and becomes C=x]P; P j P 0 is the asynchronous parallel composition of P and P 0 ; let x = t in P evaluates t and if t is a message becomes t=x]P (otherwise it terminates); case E(x; t) = t 0 in P evaluates t 0 and if t 0 is a message of the shape E(t 00 ; t) it becomes t 00 =x]P (otherwise it terminates); case hx; yi = t in P evaluates t and if t is a message of the shape ht 0 ; t 00 i it becomes t 0 =x; t 00 =y]P, (otherwise it terminates); t = t 0 ]P; P 0 evaluates t and t 0 and if both are messages then it becomes P if t t 0 and P 0 if t 6 = t 0 (otherwise it terminates). We denote with FV (P) the set of variables occurring free in P. Con guration Let P be a process and T be a set of possibly open terms. We de ne cnst(P ) and cnst(T ) as the set of names that occur in P and T, respectively. A well-formed con guration k is a triple (P; n; T) where (i) P is a closed process, (ii) n 2 !, (iii) T is a non-empty nite subset of M, and (iv) cnst(P ) cnst(T ) N(n). P represents the principals' behaviour, n is a counter used to generate fresh names, and T stands for the knowledge of the environment. We assume T non-empty to avoid the paradoxical situation where an input cannot be red because the knowledge of the environment is empty.
Reduction In gure 1, we de ne a reduction relation on well-formed con gurations. In these rules, we always reduce the leftmost process with the proviso that parallel composition is associative and commutative. Moreover, we take the liberty of writing P as P j 0 whenever needed to apply a rewriting rule.
In the operational semantics, we suppose that a thread is stuck whenever it tries (i) to evaluate a term which is not a message or (ii) to decrypt with a name a message which is not encrypted with the very same name, or (iii) to project a message which is not a pair.
We write k ! R k 0 if the con guration k reduces to the con guration k 0 by applying the rule R.
The functions S (synthesis) and A (analysis) are closure operators over the powerset of closed terms de ned as follows (similar operators have already been considered in the literature, see, e.g., Pau99]).
Synthesis: S(T) is the least set that contains T and such that t 1 ; t 2 2 S(T) ) ht 1 ; t 2 i 2 S(T) t 1 2 S(T); t 2 2 T \ N ) E(t 1 ; t 2 ) 2 S(T) :
Analysis: A(T) is the least set that contains T and such that ht 1 ; t 2 i 2 A(T) ) t i 2 A(T) i = 1; 2 E(t 1 ; t 2 ) 2 A(T); t 2 2 A(T) ) t 1 2 A(T) :
We remark that well-formed con gurations are closed under reduction. We also note that in our modelling, processes can only send messages (not arbitrary terms) to the environment and vice versa the environment can only send messages to the processes. The following properties follow from the inductive de nition of the operators S and A. signature with constructors such as encryption and pairing and destructors such as decryption and projection. In their approach, terms are considered up to the equality induced by a canonical term rewriting system. In our approach, the decryption and projection functions are handled implicitly: the principals can decrypt and project using the case operators and the environment can decrypt and project according to the de nition of the analysis operator A. In this way, we can work directly with the free algebra (as in Bor00]).
A second di erence, concerns the use of messages not just names as encryption keys. It remains to be seen whether our approach can deal with this more general framework.
Finally, we mention that Monniaux advocates the use of tree automata to represent the set of messages that can be synthesized by the environment and to abstract the possible values that can be taken by, say, an input variable. This approach can be followed in our framework too. In particular, we point out the following property where we say that a language of ground terms is recognizable if there is a tree automaton that accepts it.
Proposition 2.2 If T M is recognizable over the signature (n) then the sets S(T), G(T) and A(T) = S n2! G n (T) are recognizable over the same signature.
INRIA
Proof. We consider bottom up tree automata following the notation in CDG + , Chpt. 1].
We suppose that T is accepted by the tree automaton A = (Q; F; ) ( 
If t 2 L(A S ) and C 2 T then t ! S q S F and C ! q C 2 F. Then E(t; C) ! S E(q S ; q C ) ! S q S : Thus E(t; C) 2 L(A S ). L(A S ) S(T): Suppose t ! S q S . We proceed by induction on the length of the reduction and consider the last rule being applied. t ! S q ! S q S with q 2 F. Then t 2 T S(T). t ! S hq S ; q S i ! S q S . Then t ht 1 ; t 2 i and t i ! S q S for i = 1; 2 in less steps. By inductive hypothesis, t i 2 S(T) and by de nition of synthesis, ht 1 ; t 2 i 2 S(T). t ! S E(q S ; q C ) ! S q S with q C 2 F. Then t E(t 0 ; C) and t 0 ! S q S in less steps.
By inductive hypothesis, t 0 2 S(T) and by de nition of synthesis E(t 0 ; C) 2 S(T). If for some q 0 ; q C 2 F, E(q; q C ) ! q 0 then E(t; C) ! q 0 , E(t; C) 2 T, C 2 T, and t 2 G(T).
G(T):
A(T): Finally, we remark that the construction of A G only adds nal states. Therefore it converges to a xpoint in a number of iterations which is bound by the cardinality of the set of states, thus providing an automaton recognizing A(T).
We turn next to the de nition of the reachability problem.
De nition 2.3 Let k (P; n; T) be a con guration. We write k # err if P err j P 0 (up to associativity, commutativity, and P j 0 P 0 ). We also write k # err if k ! k 0 and k # err. We then say that k can reach error.
In this paper, the reachability problem is the problem of determining whether a con guration can reach error. The method to specify a particular property is to program an observer process that will reach error exactly when the property is violated. For instance, suppose we want to specify that in x P the name x will remain secret. Upon creating the name x, we spawn an observer process that challenges the environment to send him the name x. If the environment succeeds, the observer ends in an erroneous state. Thus we compile the process x P as x (?y: x = y]err; 0 j P). Similar techniques can be applied to the speci cation of authentication properties. To check that a message received by a principal A is the message previously sent by a principal B, we introduce an observer O such that: (i) before sending the message, B makes sure the message is registered with O, (ii) upon receiving a supposedly authentic message, A queries O for a certi cation, (iii) O reaches error if it receives a certi cation request which does not correspond to a previously registered message. We refer to AP99] for the programming of this little protocol.
De nition 2.4 We say that two well-formed con gurations k i (P i ; n i ; T i ), i = 1; 2 are equivalent, and we write k 1 = k 2 if there is a bijection : cnst(P 1 ) cnst(T 1 ) ! cnst(P 2 ) cnst(T 2 ) such that P 1 = P 2 and T 1 = T 2 .
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An important remark is that all reductions but input are strongly con uent up to equivalence. 3 Basic symbolic reduction
In this section, we introduce a symbolic reduction relation, namely a reduction on con gurations containing free variables ranging over certain in nite sets of messages. We will show that this reduction is nitely branching, terminating,`sound', and`complete'. Our decision procedure for the reachability problem will then amount to explore all the symbolic reductions of a given con guration.
De nition 3.1 We de ne the set M V of`open' messages as the least set that contains N V and such that:
t 2 M V and t 0 2 N ) E(t; t 0 ) 2 M V t; t 0 2 M V ) ht; t 0 i 2 M V :
We note that (i) if E(t; t 0 ) is a subterm of a term in M V then t 0 2 N and that (ii) if t 2 M V and is a substitution associating variables to elements of M V then (t) 2 M V . De nition 3.2 Let T M V and K n N.
(1) Suppose t 2 M V . We say that t 0 is K-accessible in t i either t t 0 or t ht 1 ; t 2 i and for some i 2 f1; 2g, t 0 is K-accessible in t i or t E(t 1 ; C), C 2 K, and t 0 is K-accessible in t 1 .
(2) We de ne P K (T), the K-accessible parts of T, as the set of terms t 0 that are K-accessible in a term t 2 T.
(3) We de ne I K (T), the K-irreducible parts of T, as I K (T) = P K (T) \ fE(t; C) j t 2 M V and C = 2 Kg :
(4) If moreover T M, we de ne S K (T), the K-synthesis of T, as the least set of terms that contains T K and is closed under pairing and encryption by a name in K.
(5) We de ne T K as T K = ft 2 M j A(ftg) \ N = Kg. These are the terms from which exactly the set of names K can be learned by analysis.
(6) Finally, we de ne K(T) as the least set such that C 2 P K(T) (T) implies C 2 K(T).
We remark that, assuming T nite, K(T) can be computed in time proportional to the number of symbols in T. Moreover, we note the following properties which can be easily derived from the de nition 3.2.
Lemma 3.3 Suppose T M, t; t 1 ; t 2 2 M, K n N, C 2 N. Then:
. If T = ft 1 ; : : : ; t n g M then we abbreviate ht 1 ; h: : : ; ht n?1 ; t n i i 2 T K by writing T 2 T K .
We now come to the lemma which is the keystone in the de nition of symbolic reduction.
LetT T 1 T n be a non decreasing sequence of nite sets of terms in M V such that Var(T i ) fx 1 ; : : : ; x i?1 g and let be a compatible substitution, where compatibility is de ned as: (x i ) 2 S(A( (T i ))) for i = 1; : : : ; n; (y) = y if y = 2 fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g: Lemma 3.4 Under the hypotheses above:
(1) We prove (1) together with the condition
We proceed by induction on the pair (i; j) lexicographically ordered. (i = 1) In this case, condition (1 0 ) holds trivially, since 6 9 j j < 1 and (1) holds because T 1 = T 1 and lemma 3.3(2) applies. (i > 1) We show rst condition (1 0 ). We know that x j 2 S(A( T j )) by compatibility of and that T j 2 T K(Tj) by inductive hypothesis. By lemma 3.3(1), it follows that x j 2 S K(Tj) (I K(Tj) ( T j )). There are two cases:
. Then it must be that C 2 P K(Ti) ( T j ). There are two subcases:
C 2 P K(Ti) (T j ). Then P K(Ti) (T j ) P K(Ti) (T i ) since T j T i and therefore C 2 K(T i ). 9 l < j x l 2 P K(Ti) (T j ) and C 2 P K(Ti) ( x l ). Then the inductive hypothesis applies. Next we prove condition (1). If C 2 P K(Ti) ( T i ) then two cases can arise: C 2 P K(Ti) (T i ). Then C 2 K(T i ). 9 j < i x j 2 P K(Ti) (T i ) and C 2 P K(Ti) ( x j ). Then condition (1 0 ) applies. (2) We prove (2) together with the condition (2 0 ) I K(Ti) ( x j ) fE( t; C) j E(t; C) 2 I K(Ti) (T j )g if j < i: As above, we proceed by induction on the pair (i; j) lexicographically ordered. (i = 1) Condition (2 0 ) holds trivially because there is no j < 1. Condition (2) holds because
. Therefore, it must be that E(t 0 ; C) 2 I K(Ti) ( T j ). There are two cases: 9 E(t; C) 2 I K(Ti) (T j ) E(t 0 ; C) = E( t; C). Then we are done. 9 l < j x l 2 P K(Ti) (T j ) and E(t 0 ; C) 2 I K(Ti) ( x l ). We apply the inductive hypothesis on (i; l). Next we prove condition (2). By de nition, I K(Ti) ( T i ) fE( t; C) j E(t; C) 2 I K(Ti) (T i )g. On the other hand, suppose E(t 0 ; C) 2 I K(Ti) ( T i ). There are two cases:
We note that K(T 1 ) K(T n ). In gure 2, we de ne a basic system to rewrite symbolic con gurations. As usual, we assume that all bound variables are distinct and di erent from the free variables. The rules symmetric to (m s 3?6 ) are omitted. Moreover, the substitution t=x](P; T; E) is de ned as ( t=x]P; t=x]T; t=x]E), and t=x]E is just an abbreviation de ned in gure 2 in the special cases we need.
In de ning the symbolic reduction, our strategy is to maintain the constraints x 1 : T 1 ; : : : ; x n : T n in the form required to apply lemma 3.4. We note in particular, that in the rules (m s 5?6 ) for equalities we do not follow the usual uni cation procedure. For instance, an equation x i = ht 1 ; t 2 i] is not directly eliminated by a substitution ht 1 ; t 2 i=x i ] as t i may contain variables of`higher rank', e.g., it may contain a variable x j whose constraint T j depends on x i . Instead, we perform the substitution hx 0 ; x 00 i=x i ] and solve the equations x 0 = t 1 ] and x 00 = t 2 ] where x 0 and x 00 are fresh variables with the same rank as x i . We will present in section 4 a precise de nition of rank and a proof that this non-standard uni cation procedure does terminate.
For the sake of simplicity, we consider rst processes P which satisfy the following conditions:
(1) All terms occurring in P belong to M V .
(2) P does not contain the operator for name creation (thus in a con guration we omit the counter n).
(3) P does not contain the operator j of parallel composition. (4) All conditionals occurring in P are of the form t = t 0 ]P; 0 that we abbreviate as t = t 0 ]P.
Note that these conditions are preserved by reduction. We will see in section 5 that by simple extensions of the basic rewrite system the restrictions above can be lifted.
We will prove in section 4 that a symbolic con guration (P; T; ;) reduces to error i the con guration (P; T) does. Moreover, we will show that all symbolic reductions are terminating and nitely branching. This entails a simple decision procedure for the reachability problem: explore all symbolic reductions and check whether they lead to an erroneous symbolic con guration. We consider two simple examples of application of this procedure.
Example 3.6 (1) Consider the process P1 ?x1:!E(x1 ; C1):?x2:case E(x3; C1) = x2 in case E(x4; C0) = x3 in err where initially T 1 = fC 0 g. We show (P 1 ; T 1 ; ;) # err. We then apply (c s 5 ). Since ]I ; (T 1 ) = 2 we have to consider two cases: x 2 = C 0 or x 2 = C 1 .
We develop only the rst one, the second being quite similar. 4 Analysis
In this section, we prove the termination of the symbolic reduction relation which is not obvious due to the rules (m s 5?6 ) that handle the conditional and we state and prove the soundness and completeness of the symbolic reduction system.
We divide the reduction rules into two sets: rules (! s ); (? s ); (l s ); (c s 1?5 ) which reduce the size of processes and rules (m s 1?7 ) which deal with equations and may increase the size of processes. We note that rules (m s 5?6 ) are followed by one of the rules (c s 2;4;5 ) yielding con gurations of the form ( s 0 = t 0 ]P 0 ; T 0 ; E 0 ).
We rst consider the termination problem for certain`simpli ed' symbolic con gurations, which we take as pairs (Eq; E) where Eq is a possibly empty sequence of equations s = t], and E is an environment (cf. de nition 3.5) containing all variables occurring in Eq.
The reduction rules on these pairs are given in gure 3 where the substitution of a term in an environment is de ned as in gure 2. Given a pair (Eq; E), we associate a rank rk(x) to every variable x occurring in an environment E 0 such that (Eq; E) ! (Eq 0 ; E 0 ) as follows: if the variable is in E then its rank is its position in E, otherwise the variable inherits the rank of the variable it replaces. We note that the maximal rank of a variable occurring in a pair (Eq 0 ; E 0 ) reachable from (Eq; E) is bound by the size of the list E.
Assume every variable is assigned a rank ranging between 1 and n. Then we de ne the rank of a term t as 0 if the term is closed and i if i is the maximal rank of a variable occurring in t. We de ne the complexity of an equation s = t] with respect to the maximal rank n as ( s = t]) = (r n ; : : : ; r 1 ; max(jsj; jtj)) The domain of a substitution is the set Dom( ) = fx j x 6 xg. We say that a substitution is decreasing if 8x 2 Dom( ) rk(x) > rk( x). For instance, the identity substitution is decreasing since its domain is empty. We note the following properties of decreasing substitutions. Next we examine the soundness and completeness of the symbolic reduction system.
De nition 4.5 Let k (P; T; E) be a symbolic con guration and be a ground substitution.
(1) We write k # err if P err and k # err if k ! k 0 and k 0 # err. (2) We write j = E i is compatible with the sequence T 1 T n in E.
Theorem 4.6 (P; T; E) # err i 9 j = E (P; T) # err.
Proof hint. For both implications we proceed by induction on the length of the reduction to an erroneous (symbolic) con guration. To show completeness (implication (()), lemma 3.4 is instrumental. For instance, suppose 9 j = E (case E(x; C) = x i in P; T) # err. By de nition of compatibility, (x i ) 2 S(A( T i )) and for the reduction to error to be possible, it must be that (x i ) = E(t; C) for some t. By lemma 3.4(1), we know that T i 2 T K(Ti) .
We consider two cases.
(1) If C 2 K(T i ) then t 2 S(A( T i )) and rule (c s 4 ) applies.
(2) If C = 2 K(T i ) then, by lemma 3.4(1), C = 2 K( T i ) and therefore E(t; C) 2 I K(Ti) ( T i ). By lemma 3.4(2), 9 E(t 0 ; C) 2 I K(Ti) (T i ) t = t 0 and then rule (c s 5 ) applies.
Full details of the proof are given in appendix B. Note that by taking (P; T) closed and E = ; we obtain that (P; T) # err i (P; T; ;) # err.
Extensions of basic symbolic reduction
In this section, we show how to lift the four restrictions imposed in section 3 thus de ning a symbolic reduction for the full model introduced in section 2. Let us rst consider the four restrictions separately and present our basic ideas.
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Variables in key position Suppose we have to deal with a symbolic con guration of the shape (let x = E(t; x i ) in P; T; E). We note that for any substitution such that j = E, (let x = E(t; x i ) in P; T) reduces i (E(t; x i )) 2 M. In general, t 2 M i in every subterm E(t 0 ; t 00 ) of t, t 00 is either a name or a variable, say x. In the second case, we say that x is a variable in`key position' and (x) ranges over names.
By the constraints imposed by the environment E, if (x i ) 2 N then x i 2 K(T i ) which is a nite set. Thus there are only a nite number of assignments of the variables in key positions that are compatible with E.
Formally, let T M = ft 2 T (V ) j 9 t 2 Mg. We note that a term t is in T M i in all subterms E(t; t 0 ), t 0 is either a name or a variable. If t 2 T M then let Var key (t) be the set of variables x which occur in t in`key position', i.e., such that E(t 0 ; x) is a subterm of t.
De nition 5.1 We write # (t; E) if (i) = id and t 2 M V or (ii) t 2 T M , Var key (t) = fx i1 ; : : : ; x im g, m 1, and (x l ) 2 K(T l ), if x l 2 Var key (t) and (x l ) = x l , otherwise.
With this notation, we rewrite the rules for let, output, case, and conditional by combining reduction and instantiation of variables in key position. For instance, the rule (l) becomes:
(let x = t in P; T; E) ! ( t=x]P; T; E) if # (t; E) :
We should pause to note that this is a brute force method. In an implementation, it appears that a more e cient approach is to restrict the range of a variable in key position, say x i , to the corresponding nite set of names K(T i ) (provided it is not empty). Restriction As in the reduction of (standard) con gurations ( gure 1), it is enough to introduce a counter. Then a symbolic con guration is a quadruple (P; n; T; E) where n is a natural number such that cnst(P ) cnst(T ) N(n). We then add the following rule for restriction.
( x P; n; T; E) ! ( C n+1 =x]P; n + 1; T; E) :
Parallel composition We assume that parallel composition is associative and commutative and that P P j 0. Then, without loss of generality, we always reduce the leftmost thread of a process and we assume that there is at least another thread running in parallel. For instance, the rule for output is rewritten as follows.
(!t:P j P 0 ; T; E) ! (P j P 0 ; T ftg; E) We note that the con uence of non-input reductions (proposition 2.5) does not apply litterally to symbolic reductions. For instance, consider the symbolic con guration (let x = E(t; x 1 ) in 0 j x 1 = hC 0 ; C 0 i]err; fC 0 g; x 1 : fC 0 g) : The output and the conditional do not commute as to re the (l) rule we have to instantiate the variable x 1 with a name thus precluding the reachability of error in the other parallel Conditional We enrich a symbolic con guration with another component I which is a nite set of inequalities s 6 = t or a special symbol ? (which is never satis ed). We write j = I i I 6 = ? and satis es all inequalities in I. We present in gure 4 a standard set of simpli cation rules for inequalities. We note that each rule decreases the number of symbols. Then, we can state the following proposition.
Proposition 5.2 Rewriting by the rules for inequalities (i 1?4 ) in gure 4 always terminates.
We can now introduce our most general notion of symbolic reduction.
De nition 5.3 We say that a set of inequalities is simpli ed if it is not equal to ? and the reduction rules (i 1?4 ) do not apply. De nition 5.4 A symbolic con guration is a quintuple (P; n; T; E; I) where: (1) P is a process (as speci ed above) and T is a non-empty nite set of terms in M V such that for some set of variables fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g, FV (P) Var(T ) fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g. (2) E is an environment, x 1 : T 1 ; : : : ; x n : T n as speci ed in de nition 3.5. (3) n is a natural number such that if C m 2 cnst(P ) cnst(T ) cnst(I) then m n. (4) I is a nite set of inequalities or ?.
We present in gures 5, 6, and 7 the full system for symbolic reduction where we denote with u either a variable or a constant and with P a process which admits as subprocesses two special forms of the conditional, namely t = t 0 ]P and t 6 = t 0 ]P, provided t; t 0 2 M V . De nition 5.5 Let k (P; n; T; E; I) be a symbolic con guration. We write k # err if P err j P 0 and I is simpli ed. As usual, we write k # err if k ! k 0 and k 0 # err.
This de nition of symbolic reachability of error is justi ed by the observation that if I is simpli ed then we can always nd a substitution such that j = E and j = I (henceforth abbreviated as j = E; I). To see this, let us de ne the height h(t) of a term t as h(C) = h(x) = 1 and h(f(t 1 ; : : : ; t n )) = 1 + maxfh(t i ) j i = 1; : : : ; ng. We note that if is a substitution then h( t) max(h(t); maxfh(t) ? 1 + h( x) j x 2 Var(t)g : Moreover, given a set T M, T 6 = ; we can always nd an integer h 0 such that 8 h > h 0 9 t 2 S(A(T)) h(t) = h. Take h 0 = minfh(t) ? 1 j t 2 Tg and t 0 2 T such that h(t 0 ) = h 0 + 1. Then, using pairing over t 0 , we can build terms of arbitrary height h > h 0 . Proposition 5.6 Let I be a simpli ed set of inequalities and h 0 be an integer such that Var(I) = fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g and x i ranges over a set R i containing terms of height h for all h > h 0 . Then there is a substitution such that j = I and x i 2 R i . Proof. If I = ; then we are done. So suppose I is not empty and simpli ed. Then it can be written as V i=1;:::;n V j=1;:::;mi x i 6 = t i;j where x i 6 2 Var(t i;j ). Let H m = maxfh(t i;j ) j 1 i n; 1 j m i g and let be any substitution such that h( x i ) = (i + 1)H with H = max(H m ; h 0 ) and x i 2 R i . There is at least one such substitution by hypothesis. We claim that j = I. We distinguish two cases: x i 6 = t i;j ; Var(t i;j ) fx 1 ; : : : ; x i?1 g: Then: h( x i ) = (i + 1)H > max j=1;:::;i?1 (H m ; H m ? 1 + (j + 1)H) h( t i;j ) : x i 6 = t i;j ; 9 j > i x j 2 Var(t i;j ): Then: h( t i;j ) h( x j ) = (j + 1)H > (i + 1)H = h( x i ) : Corollary 5.7 If (P; n; T; E; I) # err then 9 j = E; I.
Next we comment the reduction rules. The rst group of rules presented in gure 5 deals with all operators but conditional and applies the ideas sketched above to handle variables in key position, restriction, and parallel composition. The rules to handle the conditional are presented in gures 6 and 7. In the rst rule (m s 1 ), we instantiate the terms in the conditional ( t = t 0 ]P 1 ; P 2 ) and split it in two parts ( t = t 0 ]P 1 ) and ( t 6 = t 0 ]P 1 ). Then, we develop the rules that handle the simpler conditionals t = t 0 ]P and t 6 = t 0 ]P where t; t 0 2 M. Equalities are reduced by the following rules of gure 6 (which are similar to the corresponding rules of gure 2) where the rules symmetric to (m s 4?7 ) are omitted. By rule (i s ) in gure 7, inequalities t 6 = t 0 ]P are shifted to I which is then simpli ed by rule (i s 1?4 ).
The reduction process may diverge when we interleave the rules for equalities in two parallel threads with shared variables. For instance, consider the reduction (?x:P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! (P j P 0 ; n; T; E; x : T; I) (! s ) (!t:P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! (P j P 0 ; n; T ftg; E; I) if # (t; E) (let x = t in P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! ( t=x]P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) if # (t; E) ( s ) ( x P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! ( Cn+1=x]P j P 0 ; n + 1; T; E; I)
(case hx 0 ; x 00 i = ht1; t2i in P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! ( t1=x 0 ; t2=x 00 ]P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I)
(case hx 0 ; x 00 i = xi in P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! hx 0 ; x 00 i=xi](P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) (c s 3 )
(case E(x; u) = E(t; u 0 ) in P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! ( t=x]P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I)
(case E(x; C) = xi in P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! E(x; C)=xi](P j P 0 ; n; T;
(case E(x; xj) = xi in P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! E(x; C)=xi; C=xj](P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) if i 6 = j; C 2 K(T min(i;j) ) (c s 6 )
(case E(x; C) = xi in P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! E(t; C)=xi]( t=x]P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) if E(t; C) 2 I K(T i ) (Ti) (c s 7 )
(case E(x; xj) = xi in P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! E(t; C)=xi; C=xj]( t=x]P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) if E(t; C) 2 I K(T i ) (Ti); i < j; C 2 K(Tj) ( t = t 0 ]P1 ; P2 j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! ( t = t 0 ]P1 j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ( t 6 = t 0 ]P2 j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) # ht; t 0 i (m s 2 ) ( f(t) = f(s)]P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! (~ t = s]P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) f constr.
(m s 3 )
( xi = xi]P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! (P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) (m s 4 ) ( xi = xj]P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! xi=xj](P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) if i < j ( xi = E(t; C)]P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! (case E(x; C) = xi in x = t]P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) if xi = 2 Var(t)
Figure 6: Symbolic reduction: rules for equalities (i s ) ( s 6 = t]P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! (P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I fs 6 = tg) (i s 1?4 ) (P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! (P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I 0 ) if I ! I 0 by (i1?4)
Figure 7: Symbolic reduction: rules for inequalities After two reduction steps and modulo renaming, we are back to a con guration of the shape ( x = hy; zi]P j y = hx; wi]Q; : : :)
To avoid this pathological loop, we enforce the following reduction strategy on the rules (m 2?7 ): if one of these rule is applied in a thread s = t]Q of the con guration ( s = t]Q j : : : ; n; T; E; I), then we keep applying these rules till we get stuck or we obtain a con guration (Q j : : : ; n; T 0 ; E 0 ; I 0 ).
We call this strategy eager reduction of equations. Lemma 4.2 ensures that the reduction of a component ( s = t]Q j : : : ; n; T; E; I) always terminates, and yields a con guration (Q j : : : ; n; T 0 ; E 0 ; I 0 ). Theorem 5.8 (1) Symbolic reduction with the eager reduction of equations always terminates.
(2) (P; n; T; E; I) # err i 9 ( j = E; I and (P; n; T) # err). Proof. (1) We take as the size of a con guration the pair composed of the size of the process (as de ned in the proof of theorem 4.4) and the size of the set of inequalities (de ned as the number of symbols in it, cf. proposition 5.2). We observe that all rules decrease the size of a con guration but the rules for reduction of equations. The eager reduction strategy ensures that rules for equations eventually lead to a smaller con guration.
(2) The proof technique applied for basic symbolic reduction (theorem 4.6 and appendix B) can be easily adapted.
()) We proceed by induction on the length of the reduction to error. We consider two typical cases.
Instantiation of variables in key position: case (l s ). Suppose (let x = t in P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! 0 ( t=x]P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) # err where 0 # (t; T). By inductive hypothesis, 9 00 j = E; I ( 00 ( 0 ( t=x]P j P 0 ; n; T)) # err) Then we conclude taking = 00 0 .
Rules for inequalities. Suppose ( s 6 = t]P; n; T; E; I) ! (P; n; T; E; I fs 6 = tg) # err by (i s ). By inductive hypothesis, 9 j = E; I fs 6 = tg (P; n; T) # err and we conclude observing ( s 6 = t]P; n; T) ! (P; n; T). On the other hand, if we apply rules (i s 1?4 ), it is enough to observe that if I ! I 0 and j = I 0 then j = I. INRIA (() Suppose j = E; I and (P; n; T) # err. We proceed by induction on the length of the reduction to error. We consider three typical cases.
If the reduction has length 0 then (P; n; T) (err j P 0 ; n; T) for some P 0 . We observe that if j = I and I ! I 0 then j = I 0 . By proposition 5.2, we eventually reach an I 0 which is simpli ed. By iterated application of rule (i s 1?4 ), we conclude that (err j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) # err.
The case for the let. Assume
(let x = t in P j P 0 ; n; T) ! ( t=x]P j P 0 ; n; T) # err : Then t 2 M. De ne U = Var key (t) and U 0 = Var(E)nU and denote with jU ; jU 0 the restriction of to U; U 0 , respectively. From j = E, we derive that jU # (t; E) and = jU 0 jU . Then (let x = t in P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! jU ( t=x]P j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) and since jU 0 j = jU (E; I) the inductive hypothesis applies.
The case for inequalities. Assume ( t = s]P 1 ; P 2 j P 0 ; n; T) ! (P 2 j P 0 ; n; T) # err : Then t 6 = s and s; t 2 M. If we de ne U = Var key (ht; si) and U 0 = Var(E)nU we obtain as above that jU # (ht; si; E) and = jU 0 jU . At the symbolic level, we can perform the following reductions: ( t = s]P 1 ; P 2 j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! jU ( t 6 = s]P 2 j P 0 ; n; T; E; I) ! jU (P 2 j P 0 ; n; T; E; I ft 6 = sg) We can then apply the inductive hypothesis, observing that jU 0 j = jU (I; E) and jU 0 jU (P 2 j P 0 ; n; T) # err.
Conclusion
We have proposed a simple decision procedure for the reachability problem which is based on a reduction system acting on symbolic con gurations. While being conceptually simple, we can hardly claim that our procedure is e cient.
Consider the symbolic con guration (P; T; ;) where T = fE(C 0 ; C); E(C 1 ; C)g and P ?x 1 : : : :?x n : case E(y 1 ; C) = x 1 in case E(y n ; C) = x n in P 0 Assuming P 0 0, the symbolic reduction of this con guration contains a complete binary tree of depth n which has to be explored completely to conclude that an erroneous con guration cannot be reached.
Actually, there is a good reason for this complexity, the reachability problem is NP-hard even if we restrict our attention to very simple programs (this seems to be a folk theorem). For instance, let us see how to reduce satisfaction of a boolean formula to the reachability problem. Let be a boolean formula depending on the variables fy 1 ; : : : ; y n g. Suppose we code the boolean value 0 with C 0 and the boolean value 1 with C 1 . We can rely on the program P above to select an arbitrary assignment of boolean values to y 1 ; : : : ; y n . We are then left with the problem of writing a process P 0 depending on fy 1 ; : : : ; y n g such that evaluates to true in i P 0 # err.
We can do this in two ways. If is generated by the grammar ::= 0 In collaboration with V. Vanackere, we are currently implementing our decision procedure to verify whether this complexity actually arises in practice when analysing protocols such as those described in CJ97]. It seems also interesting to reconsider the automata-theoretic techniques advocated by Mon99] in our framework (cf. proposition 2.2) and see whether they lead to a better performance either in the worst case or in practice. Finally, we plan to investigate whether our techniques entail decision procedures for suitable notions of bisimulation (cf. AG97, BDNP99] (2) either ( x 00 = t 2 ]) > ( 1 x 00 = 1 t 2 ]) or 1 x 00 = x 00 and 1 t 2 = t 2 . By (b), the induction hypothesis applies. Then either the reduction terminates or there exists some substitution 2 satisfying (i) and (ii). We distinguish two cases depending on whether 1 x 00 = x 00 or not. 1 x 00 = x 00 . The induction hypothesis yields: 2 is decreasing and x 00 2 Dom( 2 ). (i) Let = 2 1 hx 0 ; x 00 i=x i ]. if x 0 2 Dom( 1 ); x 00 2 Dom( 2 ), rk(x 0 ) = rk(x 00 ) = rk(x i ), and i decreasing for i = 1; 2, then 2 1 x 0 6 x 0 and 2 1 x 00 6 x 00 . Then x 0 2 Dom( 2 1 ); x 00 2 Dom( 2 1 ) and, by lemma 4.1(3) is decreasing.
(ii) By de nition, x i 2 Dom( ). 1 x 00 6 x 00 . Let = 2 1 hx 0 ; x 00 i=x i ]. (i) We have x 0 ; x 00 2 Dom( 1 ), and 1 decreasing implies that rk(x 0 ) > rk( 1 x 0 ) and rk(x 00 ) > rk( 1 x 00 ). Therefore rk(x 0 ) > rk( 2 1 x 0 ) and rk(x 00 ) > rk( 2 1 x 00 ) which proves that x 0 6 2 1 x 0 and x 00 6 2 1 x 00 . Then x 0 ; x 00 2 Dom( 2 1 ) and lemma 4.1(3) proves that is decreasing.
(ii) By de nition x i 2 Dom( ).
In each case, we get a substitution satisfying the requirements of the lemma. E) . Iterating the process, we obtain a substitution = n 1 and lemma 4.1(1) proves that is decreasing.
B Proof of theorem 4.6 ()) (P; T; E) ! (err; T 0 ; E 0 ) for some T 0 , E 0 . We proceed by induction on the length of the reduction to show that 9 j = E ( (P; T) ! (err; T 00 )). (P err) Then 9 j = E ( (err; T) (err; T) # err). (P !t:P) Then (!t:P; T; E) ! (P; T ftg; E) by (! s ). By inductive hypothesis, 9 j = E ( (P; T ftg) # err) and we note that (!t:P; T) ! (P; T ftg) since t 2 M. (P ?x:P) Then (?x:P; T; E) ! (P; T; E; x : T) by (? s ). By inductive hypothesis, 9 j = E; x : T ( (P; T) # err). Let 0 = x=x]. Then 0 j = E, (x) 2 S(A( 0 T)), and 0 (?x:P; T) ! ( (x)=x] 0 P; 0 T) (P; T) # err :
(P let x = t in P) Then (let x = t in P; T; E) ! ( t=x]P; T; E), by (l s We then observe that: 0 (case hx 0 ; x 00 i = x i in P; T) (case hx 0 ; x 00 i = h x 0 ; x 00 i in 0 P; 0 T) ! ( x 0 =x 0 ; x 00 =x 00 ]( 0 P); 0 T) hx 0 ; x 00 i=x i ](P; T) # err : (P case E(x; C) = E(t; C) in P) Then (case E(x; C) = E(t; C) in P; T; E) ! ( t=x]P; T; E) by (c s 3 ). By inductive hypothesis, 9 j = E ( ( t=x]P; T) # err). We observe that (case E(x; C) = E(t; C) in P; T) (case E(x; C) = E( t; C) in P; T) ! ( t=x] P; T) ( t=x]P; T) # err :
INRIA (P case E(x; C) = x i in P; C 2 K(T i )) Then (case E(x; C) = x i in P; E; T) ! E(x; C)=x i ](P; E; T) by (c s 4 ). By inductive hypothesis: 9 j = E(x; C)=x i ]E E(x; C)=x i ](P; T) # err : We de ne 0 = E( (x); C)=x i ; x=x] and remark that 0 j = E. To show this, we consider three cases:
Then we observe that: 0 (case E(x; C) = x i in P; T) (case E(x; C) = E( (x); C) in 0 P; 0 T) ! ( (x)=x] 0 P; 0 T) E(x; C)=x i ](P; T) # err : (P case E(x; C) = x i in P; E(t; C) 2 I K(Ti) (T i )) Then case E(x; C) = x i in P ! E(t; C)=x i ]( t=x]P; T; E), by (c s 5 ). By inductive hypothesis 9 j = E(t; C)=x i ]E ( E(t; C)=x i ]( t=x]P; T) # err) : We de ne 0 = E( t; C)=x i ] and note that 0 j = E(t; C)=x i ]E. To see this, we consider three cases:
(j < i) 0 (x j ) = (x j ) 2 S(A( T j )) = S(A( 0 T j )). (j = i) 0 (x i ) = E( t; C) 2 S(A( 0 T i )) as E(t; C) 2 I K(Ti) (T i ). (j > i) 0 (x j ) = (x j ) 2 S(A( E(t; C)=x i ]T j )) = S(A( 0 T j )).
We observe that 0 (case E(x; C) = x i in P; T) (case E(x; C) = E( t; C) in 0 P; 0 T) ! ( t=x] 0 P; 0 T) E(t; C)=x i ]( t=x]P; T) # err : (P f(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) = f(s 1 ; : : : ; s n )]P) Then ( f(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) = f(s 1 ; : : : ; s n )]P; T; E) ! ( t 1 = s 1 ] : : : t n = s n ]P; T; E) by (m s 1 ). By inductive hypothesis, 9 j = E ( t 1 = s 1 ] : : : t n = s n ]P; T) # err. This implies that t i = s i for i = 1; : : : ; n and ( t 1 = s 1 ] : : : t n = s n ]P; T) ! (P; T) # err.
We observe that ( f(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) = f(s 1 ; : : : ; s n )]P; T) ! (P; T) # err : RR n 3915 (P x i = x i ]P) Then ( x i = x i ]P; T; E) ! (P; T; E) by (m s 2 ) and by inductive hypothesis, 9 j = E ( (P; T) # err). We observe that ( x i = x i ]P; T) ( (x i ) = (x i )] P; T) ! (P; T) # err : (P x i = x j ]P; i < j) Then ( x i = x j ]P; T; E) ! x i =x j ](P; T; E), by (m s 3 ). By inductive hypothesis, 9 j = x i =x j ]E ( x i =x j ](P; T) # err). We de ne 0 = (x i )=x j ] and note that 0 j = E. This follows, by the usual case analysis where we note in particular that 0 (x j ) = (x i ) 2 S(A( T i )) S(A( T j )). We observe that 0 ( x i = x j ]P; T) ( x i = x i ] 0 P; 0 T) ! 0 (P; T) x i =x j ](P; T) # err : (P x i = C]P; C 2 K(T i )) Then ( x i = C]P; T; E) ! C=x i ](P; T; E) by (m s 4 ). By inductive hypothesis, 9 j = E ( C=x i ](P; T) # err). We de ne 0 = C=x i ] and observe that 0 j = E by the usual case analysis, where we note in particular that 0 (x i ) = C 2 K(T i ) S(A( 0 T i )). We observe that 0 ( x i = C]P; T) ( C = C] 0 P; 0 T) ! 0 (P; T) C=x i ](P; T) # err : (P x i = ht 1 ; t 2 i]P x i = 2 Var(t i )) Then ( x i = ht 1 ; t 2 i]P; T; E) ! (case hx 0 ; x 00 i = x i in x 0 = t 1 ] x 00 = t 2 ]P; T; E) by (m s 5 ). By inductive hypothesis 9 j = E (case hx 0 ; x 00 i = x i in x 0 = t 1 ] x 00 = t 2 ]P; T) # err : This implies that (x i ) = h t 1 ; t 2 i and (P; T) # err. We observe that ( x i = ht 1 ; t 2 i]P; T) ( x i = x i ] P; T) ! (P; T) # err : (P x i = E(t; C)]P; x i = 2 Var(t)) Then ( x i = E(t; C)]P; T; E) ! (case E(x; C) = x i in x = t]P; T; E), by (m s 6 ). By inductive hypothesis, 9 j = E ( (case E(x; C) = x i in x = t]P; T) # err). This implies that (x i ) = E( t; C) and (P; T) # err. We observe that ( x i = E(t; C)]P; T) ( x i = x i ]P; T) ! (P; T) # err : (() We now turn to the proof of completeness. Suppose 9 j = E (P; T) # err. We proceed by induction on the length of a reduction to an erroneous state and analysis of the form of P to show that (P; T; E) # err. ( P err) Then P err and by de nition (err; T; E) # err. ( P 0) This case cannot arise. ( P ! t: P) Then (!t:P; T) ! (P; T ftg), by (!). By inductive hypothesis, (P; T ftg; E) # err and we observe that (!t:P; T; E) ! (P; T ftg; E) by (! s (iii) By lemma 3.4(1), C = 2 K( T i ) and therefore E(t 0 ; C) 2 I K(Ti) ( T i ). By lemma 3.4(2), 9 E(t 00 ; C) 2 I K(Ti) (T i ) (t 0 = t 00 ). Then by rule (c s 5 ) (case E(x; C) = x i in P; T; E) ! E(t 00 ; C)=x i ]( t 00 =x]P; T; E). We de ne 0 = x i =x i ] and claim that 0 j = E(t 00 ; C)=x i ]E.
We observe that 0 E(t 00 ; C)=x i ]( t 00 =x]P; T) ( t 0 =x] P; T) # err therefore the inductive hypothesis applies and we conclude that E(t 00 ; C)=x i ]( t 00 =x]P; T; E) # err : ( P t 0 = t 00 ]P) Then ( t 0 = t 00 ]P; T) ! (P; T) # err and t 0 and t 00 must be uni able. We note that, up to symmetries, these are exactly the cases considered in the rules (m s 1?6 ).
We introduce in gure 8 yet another variant of the rules for equalities (cf. gures 2 and 3) where we also keep track of a pair of substitutions and . We prove by case analysis the following invariant of the reduction system: given a triple (( s = t]~ s = t]P; T; E); ; ) such that (i) j = E, 
